A/V SET-UP

FOR

SUPERSCREEN™

(CONTINUED)

8. Push play on the DVD player. If no picture is on the screen, depress the “Monitor button.”
Follow the DVD instruction for playback options.
9. You also have the option of hooking up other playback devices, computers, video games and
such. Again, read all about that. It is very simple.
10. Turn on the projector by depressing the “On/Stand-by” button for a minimum of two seconds.
Again, please follow the instruction manual provided with the projector to learn more about
its functions.
11. Set the input of the projector to “S-Video” by pressing the “MENU” button on the projector
and selecting “S-Video” under the Input Select sub-menu to project the DVD. (You can also
press the “S-Video” button on the projector remote).
12. Adjust the tilt of the projector by using the front Tilt Feet, along with the two adjustable legs
on the back. Adjust the picture using the Zoom lever and Focus ring on the lens. You can also
set the Keystone correction by following the instruction manual on “Keystone Adjustment”
13. Set correct audio levels on the Peavey audio system by raising the “Master’ and channel fader
below the audio “Aux in” input. You may need to adjust the volume control on the DVD
player. It should be at least 75% to get good volume. A microphone is included to make
announcements before you event. Plug it into channel number 1.
Sit back and enjoy your movie experience.
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INSTRUCTIONS AND CARE
SUPERSCREEN™

SAFETY, WEATHER, CLEANING
BLOWER MAINTENANCE:

See Warning and Precautions for SuperScreen™ at the
Bottom of this Page

• Always survey the ground before staking the equipment.
Electrical hazards may exist underground. Overhead power
lines may exist; always look-up and survey the electrical
hazards above. Check for tree branches or anything that
will interfere with SuperScreen™ inflation. Cover all sharp
edges and protuberances that could damage the inflatable
during inflation or deflation.

1. Unpack the screen and tarp.
2. Unroll the SuperScreen™ onto the tarp. The screen
surface (as well as front Velcro strips) should be
face-up; the bottom of the unit should face the
audience.
3. Attach the blower: Locate the zipper on the back tube
and place the blower inside. Zipper the blower inside
and let the electric plug hang-out.
4. Attach the screen using the zippers on all three sides.
(If you are using the inflatable unit as a billboard this
is the best time to attach any front banners to the
Velcro around the base.)
5. At 10 – 15 feet from each corner, screw auger stakes
into the ground at a 45 degree angle. Just remember to
“Think before you dig!”
6. To install straps: Take the nylon black straps and loop
them through to “choke” each eyelet (The LT Only: the
bottom straps are red).
7. Plug in the blower and fully inflate the SuperScreen™.
Stand SuperScreen™ into place and use the straps and
auger stakes to secure the unit. Please note: Additional
Velcro is provided on the bottom of the screen to
alleviate excess wrinkles; pull the screen down to the
large Velcro strip and make tighter.
8. Secure all straps snug into the auger stakes. The eyelet
will pull slightly-away from the unit which is a good
sign that it is tight and secure.
9. To deflate: Turn off blower. Lay the inflatable on the
ground with the screen surface facing up. With the
screen inside you may choose to remove the screen or
leave the screen in tact. Fold screen similar to a bed
sheet. Remove blower and push out excess air. Roll
inflatable (much like a sleeping bag) and pack up gear.

AND

• Never use sand bags or weights. Use only substantial auger
stakes provided, trees, poles, or firmly secured obstacles.
• Do not use SuperScreen™ above ground level or on a roof.
• Keep away from water. Do not place or store where this unit
can fall or be pulled by water. Never touch the unit if water
is on or near the inflatable. Keep all electrical parts
and extension cords dry. Always unplug first from the
electrical outlet.
• Make sure electrical connection points are above water
level to prevent shorting out the electrical system.
• SuperScreen™ LT can withstand moderate wind and weather.
Winds of up to and over 15 mph will create issues for
your movie presentation. If it is excessively windy it is best
to deflate.
• The best way to keep the inflatable clean is to always use
the tarp and wash with a brush and water when dirty. Do
not use harsh chemicals, lacquer thinner or other strong
solvents which may deteriorate the fabric. Always allow for
the inflatable to dry before packing.
• To maintain the blower, add oil as needed. Use SAE-20 nondetergent oil. Clean the blower occasionally using an air
compressor. Never drop or crush blower. It is very delicate.
• Use the repair fabric supplied for minor repairs. Apply small
patches using vinyl cement. Repairs can be done by any
business that uses industrial sewing machines OR at
SuperScreen™. Please obtain a warranty claim form before
returning the unit for repairs or making repairs on
your own.

A/V SET-UP

FOR

SUPERSCREEN™

1. Unpack the projector, DVD and audio
system and read the entire manual prior to
your first event.
2. Set the projector approximately 17 – 20
feet from the screen. Note: None of the
A/V cables provided with the projector will
be needed to show a DVD movie. The cables
provided with the DVD player are recommended including the S-Video cord and
audio cord. Use the VGA cable included
with the projector when using a computer.
3. Attach power cord to projector, audio system and DVD and plug into provided
power strip.
4. Place the DVD player on the audio system
and install a DVD disk.
5. Plug the miniature end of the supplied
Composite/S-Video cable (In DVD box) into
the VIDEO input of the DVD player and
then plug the black S-Video (4 pin) connector into the back of the projector
labeled S-VIDEO IN.
6. Plug the miniature end of the stereo audio
cable into the DVD player input labeled
AUDIO IN/OUT, then plug the red and
white audio cables into the “AUX IN” jacks
of the Peavey audio system. Note that the
Peavey system has Aux in and out. Make
sure you use the “Aux in” input.
7. Set up the speaker stands to the desired
height and place the speakers onto the
stands. Follow the directions provided in
that manual. They should be left and right
of the screen for best performance. Plug
the provided speaker cables (Red ends)
into the rear of the audio system jacks
labeled “LEFT/RIGHT OUTPUT.” Plug the
other end of the speaker cables into the
jacks on the front of the speakers.

